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COMPULIFE Software, Inc.
The COMPULIFE API is Now Available!

We are increasingly being asked if COMPULIFE has an API. After almost a year of development,
implementation and testing on our own TERM4SALE websites we can officially announce that the
COMPULIFE API is available for purchase!
You are receiving this email because you currently subscribe to the COMPULIFE Website Quoter or Internet Quote
Engine and because you do, you qualify for an early bird opportunity.
Website Quoter subscribers: Are you wanting to customize your life insurance Website Quoter?
Internet Quote Engine subscribers: Do you want your rate data automatically updated?
With the COMPULIFE API you are able to do all of that and so much more!
The COMPULIFE API is an available product that fits between our Website Quoter and Internet Quote
Engine. Your web developer can create a fully customized life insurance website quoter using our API,
which returns data in JSON format.
To see if the API would work for your Website Quoter needs, you can click the button below to view the COMPULIFE
API documentation. Please discuss the API documentation with your web developer.

API Documentation

COMPULIFE API Pricing
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The API product is volume based. Here is the pricing:
1,200 or less quotes per month – $300 per year + at least $96 COMPULIFE Basic Version
6,000 or less quotes per month – $600 per year + at least $180 Individual Agent Version
30,000 or less quotes per month – $900 per year + at least $300 Agency/BGA Version

We have an amazing offer for the first 12 subscribers to the API!

For the first 12 subscribers, we are offering the API for $300 per year, for the first 2 years, without regard to
your monthly volume. Normally, $300 is the annual price for a subscriber who is doing 1,200 or less quotes
per month. During your first 2 years, even if you EXCEED that limit, you will only pay $300 for access to the
API if you are one of the first 12 to sign up and purchase.
If you are ready to get started with the API, click the following button to complete your application, then call
us with your payment.

Don't miss out on the opportunity for big savings by being one of the first 12 subscribers to purchase the
COMPULIFE API. The first 12 that pay will be the 12 that are part of the early bird special. This offer expires in one
month, whether there were 12 who signed up or not.
Important: API access is capped at 30,000 quotes per month.
Please call or email if you have any questions.
COMPULIFE Software Inc.
(800) 798-3488
service@compulife.com

Purchase the API
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